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We successfully extract dots in a two-way segmentation by:

• Viewing boundaries as a flexible region of their own

• Encoding geometry (convexity) in a pixel-centric relational representation

• Having grouping cues that represent short-range attraction and long-range repulsion.

Dots are extracted as many disconnected components in the foreground, and no further

post-processing is needed. The same set of parameters is used for all images.

Future work will include extending the model beyond convex shapes, e.g. tubular

structures, and for possible shape from texture applications.
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Region Popout Approach

Statistics and Comparisons

Image Intensity Convexity Feature Vector F

Precise Cutout 
[Li et al., Lazy Snapping, SIGGRAPH 2004]

Flexible boundary

Mean Shift: enhances intensity difference; scale sensitivity

Watershed methods: over-fragmented in the presence of local

intensity fluctuations (standard); under-segmented if weak contrast

(gradient); limited by Pb (oriented) [Arbalaez et. al., 2009]

Isoperimetric: recursively partitions image; initial seeds chosen

from minimal intensity pixels; under-segmented. [Grady et. al., 2006]

Challenges

 Poor imaging quality

 Large intensity variation

 Occlusion

 Conjunction between dots

Short Range Attraction Cues

Long-Range Repulsion Cues

Future: Shape from Texture

Conclusions

Vs.

Why ‘Dots’? ‘Dots’ are Everywhere!

A549 cells haircells

HEK293T cells dislocations

Precision: true dots picked out in the segmentation

Recall:        segmented dots which are true dots
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Our Results
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Popout regions in a two-way segmentation

• Boundaries are flexible

• Use local geometry: convexity cues

• Use foreground/background perception 

to drive segmentation: short-range 

attraction & long-range repulsion

Intuition

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/7/71/Boston_College_seal.png

